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Project & Goals
Creating a master plan for Lake Arthur that will
provide a clear vision for the future use of the
landscape
Goals:
 Provide ecological enhancements
 Provide recreational enhancements
 Provide educational enhancement
Outcomes:
The Lake Arthur master plan will provide Gonzaga
University with a template to institute changes
which will enhance student's involvement with this
part of campus

Gonzaga University
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What I Did
We conducted surveys that took insights in reference to
Lake Arthur from both the Spokane
and Gonzaga Community. We also secured funding from
the Green Fund to create renderings for
the master plan. On top of this our group accomplished
creating and piecing together content for the Lake
Arthur master plan

Our strengths include creating strong, lasting
relationships with partners and community
members, as well as overcoming unforeseen
obstacles . Our main weakness would be, due to
the spread of Covid-19, we lost the funding to
create new renderings of the lake. Throughout the
course of this project, all group members improved
on their professional communication skills and
gained valuable experience on how to
efficiently work with various community members
to achieve a shared goal.

What Next

Background

Lake Arthur was first created as a mill pond and has
evolved into a natural habitat run by Gonzaga
University. Though our capstone course we found a
need to improve the lake which led us to partner with
Gonzaga Plant Services

Personal Perspective

We have provided the framework for this project;
from here, we plan to pass the Lake Arthur Master
Plan down to a passionate environmental studies
student that wants to help carry out our vision.
Survey statistics showing preferences on the future use of Lake Arthur

Academic Perspective

Veiw of the former Millpond, and
Spokane River, 1937

Veiw of the newley constructed
Lake Arthur, N/A

Partner Organization
Throughout this project, we worked with Gonzaga’s
Plant Services Department as well as the Green
Fund.

Critical Issue

The Lake Arthur Master plan addresses
environmental and academic issues surrounding
the use of Lake Arthur, by leveraging community
support to create improvements in both areas

We utilized teacher expertise and perspectives,
on top of knowledge gained through
Environmental studies classes to create an indepth master plan. New skills, like strategic
planning and writing grant proposals were
developed through this process as well.
Artistic rendering of Lake Arthur, 2016

What I Learned
We learned about the history of the
Spokane River and how Lake Arthur was created.
We also learned what our community wants the
Lake Arthur natural area to encompass.
Community improvements include; recreational
trail, picnic tables, introducing native species,
reducing pollution, and educational signage.
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